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Easy cable change
using a patented restraining system, 
the cable plugs into the rear of the 
machine and can be replaced without 
the use of tools.

airBelt bumper
Protects walls and furniture 
for marking and damage.

ErgoGrip handle.
ergonomically designed for 
fatigue-free use and superior 
control of the cleaning tools

Easy change bag
extremely easy to replace, the 6l bag  
is made from microfilter material and 
has an integrated sealing cap for the 
ultimate in hygienic dirt disposal.

Variable power
With 0 – 1200W you can choose the 
power setting that suits the situation.

Convenient cable storage 
t

SEBO prOfESSiOnal D8
teCHnoLogiCALLy ADvAnCeD, suPerBLy engineereD 

made in germany, the seBo Professional D8 takes commercial barrels to a new level of quality, performance and 
ease of use. seBo’s patented ergogrip handle is comfortable and offers great control, making cleaning easier and 
faster. the stainless steel telescopic tube can be adjusted for comfort and the four castors let it move easily over 
the floor without tipping, whilst walls and furniture are protected by the AirBelt bumper.

the 1200 Watt eco motor gives outstanding cleaning performance whilst suction control enables power 
consumption to be lowered when maximum suction isn’t required.

parking and carrying slots secure 
storage on trolleys with 2 positions and 
comfortable carry handle.

available as an extra:  
Kombi Floor Tool #7260 – 
ideal for  increase cleaning 
efficiency  of hard floor 
with some carpet types.

 he 15.5m cable can be stored on the 
machine and is quickly accessible. 
Cable unplugs for tool free service.

SEBO prOfESSiOnal D8

› vacuum motor: 1200 Watt max.

› Filtration:  High Performance S-Class (> 0.3 micron)

› Air Flow: 41 l/s

› ultra-Bag™ Filter Bag: 6l, electrostatic fleece 

› Weight: 6.6 kg

› Cleaning r    ange: 18 m 

> sound level: 61dB (A)

› Floor head: seBo Turbo Tool




